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EUROMIND AS PROJECT PARTNER  

1. Profile Description  

euroMind is an international training consultancy and VET provider with headquarters in Seville 

and Úbeda in Andalusia (Spain). 

euroMind as a training provider delivers vocational education trainings, general and job-related 

language courses, VET training-related workshops and study visits, workshops on culture, lifestyle 

and customs of EU countries as well as classes on skilful and effective job search in the EU. 

It promotes and delivers trainings for teaching staff and secures work placements and exchange 

activities for VET students and graduates enabling at the same time young people and professionals 

to make the most out of opportunities of competencies & skills development offered by European 

educational programmes. 

euroMind in partnership with Andalusian vocational colleges and companies delivers school based 

vocational trainings for students of different educational fields, such as: CNC, automation, 

electricity, renewable energy sources, plumbing, industrial and graphic design, 3D design, ICT, 

electronics, administration. 

euroMind as a VET provider works in partnership with a wide array of private companies in almost 

all the sectors, such as tourism, business administration, medicine, fashion, hairdressing, health & 

beauty, physiotherapy, marketing, media, advertising, public relations, tourism, IT, social work, 

logistics, nursing, construction, geodesy, analytics etc. 

 

2. euroMind experience and expertise  

The euroMind possesses extensive experience and expertise in the field of European mobility 

projects preparation and management which allows it to assist Spanish vocational colleges and 

governmental institutions with the preparation of project applications, finding trustworthy and 

competent host partners in Europe for their project participants, teaching and HR staff. 

  

Over last 3 year euroMind has participated as a receiving – host partner in over 60 mobility 

projects with the participation of a total of 1800 persons: students from technical and vocational 

schools, university students, graduates, unemployed and teaching and HR staff. These projects 

involved partners from Poland, Great Britain, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Germany, Portugal, Turkey, 

Croatia, Italy, Greece, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Latvia, etc. The full list of projects including numbers and 

titles is available on the euroMind website: www.euromind.es in the Gallery. 
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euroMind is also responsible for the participants’ linguistic, socio-cultural and practical preparation 

and also, if necessary, for the project administration and management issues. 

  

euroMind has been participating as a sending and host organization in more than 100 projects 

including Leonardo Partnership, Erasmus Placement and Leonardo Mobility – PLM, VETpro and IVT 

and Erasmus + projects. 

  

euroMind monitors that all the required documentation is prepared and submitted on time at every 

stage of the project lifecycle and makes sure that all the partners carry out their responsibilities.  

  

euroMind participates in seminars organised by ECVET team regarding the use of system 

of transfer of competences and skills in the vocational training. euroMind experts have 

extensive knowledge in the field, hence they are able to train their partners on how to 

make use of this system in their projects. 

  

euroMind has an impressive network of partner companies from different economic sectors. More 

than 800 entities both private and public cooperate with euroMind in Ubeda, Seville and Malaga. 

This extensive activity is a perfect guarantee that all the students received by euroMind will be 

successfully placed. 
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PROJECT PARTICIPANTS’ LIST 

Participants’ Name Placement Sector 

Łukasz  Dziedzic Construction worker 

Franciszek  Hutek Construction worker 

Julia  Skirlińska Administrative 

Krzysztof  Wielek Construction worker 

Anna  Musiał Construction worker 

Justyna  Trela Construction worker                                                    

Angelika  Dudek Logistics                                                    

Magdalena  Trzópek Logistics                                              

Angelika  Łyszczarz Logistics (Warehouse Assistant)                                                    

Rafał  Sroka Logistics (Warehouse Assistant) 

Kamil  Matyszczak Logistics 

Joanna  Szubryt Logistics 

Klaudia  Sojka Logistics 

Tomasz  Biernat Logistics 

Arkadiusz  Marcisz Logistics 

Krystian  Kołodziejczyk Logistics 
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Łukasz Dziedzic 

Host Organization:  ERC Reformas  - Especialistas en Reformas y 

Conservación S.L. 

Tutor’s name: Jose Manuel Garcia Ruis 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

In ERC Refromas they offer their clients all of the necessary knowledge for developing plans for 

reformations, restorations and renovations for houses in the Andalusian capital. The company’s 

office is found in Los Remedios (Calle Virgen de Lujan 49) and they have been helping their clients 

find their dream homes for more than 20 years, while guaranteeing everything in terms of the 

quality of the finish, the completion time, and the closing price. They have a large team of 

professionals in the constructions and conversions industry. All of the people who work on their 

construction sites are part of the workforce, they don’t hire contractors in any form which makes 

their services excellent value for money, as they adapt themselves to the requested projects and 

deadlines. ERC Reformas has a fixed 

workforce of30 professionals formed of 

labourers, helpers, builders, skilled workers, 

plumbers, electricians, plasterers, painters, 

designers, decorators, site managers, 

quantity surveyors and architectures. Our 

contact person is Beatriz and with the help of 

the owner and founder of the company Jose 

Manuel Garcia Ruiz, they organize the work 

placement for our trainees so that they can 

learn the typical techniques of this 

Andalusian region. 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks carried 

out during the work placement  

- Organising and identifying the work to be 

completed, preparing the work site and 

selecting the tools and resources needed for 

each activity  

- Identifying the main materials and tools used for the construction and refurbishment of the home  

- Manually preparing the pastes for plaster cast, cement, or hot glue while adhering to the 

instructions of use and ensuring they are all accurate  

- Preparing the work site for the instalment of flooring and indoor and outdoor tiling  
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- Preparing scaffolding with vertical and horizontal supports while keeping within the marked lines  

- Get rid of rubble in order to leave the work site clear   

- Lay down paving stones and floor tiles   

 

3. Tutor’s final note 

5 (Very Good) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Good attitude, just some adaptation problem but we understand the language difficulties. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

During practices I learned how important teamwork is,  how to easily transport materials to the 

construction site. I met many positive people, who showed me how to do some things easier and 

faster. I learned how to make plasters and prepare surfaces for them 
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Franciszek Hutek 

Host Organization:  Reformas y Construcciones Lopesa S.L. 

Tutor’s name: Lorenzo Lopez Sanchez 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Reformas y Construcciones Lopesa, S.L. is a small business which was founded in 1994 with the aim 

of offering a professional service and assistance for everything relating to the construction sector. It 

is mainly dedicated to providing services for refurbishment, maintenance and restoration of 

houses, businesses and buildings in general. Lorenzo López Sánchez, the owner and founder of the 

business, has a team formed of 7 highly qualified technicians in different trades. With more than 20 

years of experience in the construction sector and the plumbing and electrical sector, Lopesa is a 

company whose quality and environment protection is certified and approved. They technically 

assess all of their clients, through their specialist technicians, giving constructive and satisfactory 

solutions. The company has a warehouse and the office is located in Seville, specifically in the 

Tardón disctrict (Calle José León 

Sanz). 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks 

carried out during the work 

placement  

- Organising and identifying the work 

to be completed, preparing the work 

site and selecting the tools and 

resources needed for each activity  

- Identifying the main materials and 

tools used for the construction and 

refurbishment of the home  

- Manually preparing the pastes for 

plaster cast, cement, or hot glue while 

adhering to the instructions of use and 

ensuring they are all accurate  

- Preparing the work site for the 

instalment of flooring and indoor and 

outdoor tiling  

- Preparing scaffolding with vertical and horizontal supports while keeping within the marked lines  

- Get rid of rubble in order to leave the work site clear   
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- Lay down paving stones and floor tiles   

 

3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

He is obedient and hard-working, very good job. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

Last month I learnt about construction in Spain. During this time I learned bricklaying, plastering 

and tiling. 
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Julia Skirlińska  

Host Organization:  FamaService, Administracion de Fincas - José Ávila 

Tutor’s name: Jose Avila 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

FamaService, Administración de Fincas is a small consulting company specialized in administration 

of apartment building in Seville and all province. This company offers knowledge and skills 

necessary to keep a good control on costs and budget of the community.   

Between the services offered by a company are: administration and organization of communities of 

proprietaries, preparation of plans of expense, communication process between public 

organization and proprietaries, support in law issues, electronic commerce and Internet, mediation 

in the commerce sector, registration of 

trademarks and patents.  

FamaService’s office it is located in the 

Cerro del Águila neighbourhood of 

Seville (Avenida de Hytasa 36). It was 

established in 2011 by José Luis Ávila 

Presa, specialized in Economy and 

Commerce.  

 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks 

carried out during the work 

placement  

- Providing customer service in a 

professional, courteous and friendly 

manner  

- Creating and modifies documents 

using Microsoft Office   

- Performing general office duties   

- Using photocopier, printer, and 

scanner   

- Preparing, scanning and placing 

documents in electronic and paper filing systems   

- Maintaining and managing inventory control of materials and suppliers   

- Processing sales invoices, receipts, and payments   

-  Analyzing prices and purchasing office supplies  
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- Providing appropriate organization of invoices   

- Maintaining and updating records management database systems  

- Reviewing plans  

- Managing community documentation 

3. Tutor’s final note 

5 (Very Good) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Punctual, with good knowledge of the subject, attentive and interested in receiving new tasks. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

I learned practical knowledge about how to create an estimate and how to prepare it, create written 

information messages from the company to the client, create presentations promoting the 

company, I gained knowledge for the future related to the interview 
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Krzysztof Wielek 

Host Organization:  ERC Reformas  - Especialistas en Reformas y 

Conservación S.L. 

Tutor’s name: Jose Manuel Garcia Ruis 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

In ERC Refromas they offer their clients all of the necessary knowledge for developing plans for 

reformations, restorations and renovations for houses in the Andalusian capital. The company’s 

office is found in Los Remedios (Calle Virgen de Lujan 49) and they have been helping their clients 

find their dream homes for more than 20 years, while guaranteeing everything in terms of the 

quality of the finish, the completion time, and the closing price. They have a large team of 

professionals in the constructions and conversions industry. All of the people who work on their 

construction sites are part of the 

workforce, they don’t hire 

contractors in any form which 

makes their services excellent 

value for money, as they adapt 

themselves to the requested 

projects and deadlines. ERC 

Reformas has a fixed workforce 

of30 professionals formed of 

labourers, helpers, builders, skilled 

workers, plumbers, electricians, 

plasterers, painters, designers, 

decorators, site managers, quantity 

surveyors and architectures. Our 

contact person is Beatriz and with 

the help of the owner and founder 

of the company Jose Manuel Garcia 

Ruiz, they organize the work 

placement for our trainees so that 

they can learn the typical 

techniques of this Andalusian region. 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks carried out during the work placement  

- Organising and identifying the work to be completed, preparing the work site and selecting the 

tools and resources needed for each activity  
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- Identifying the main materials and tools used for the construction and refurbishment of the home  

- Manually preparing the pastes for plaster cast, cement, or hot glue while adhering to the 

instructions of use and ensuring they are all accurate  

- Preparing the work site for the instalment of flooring and indoor and outdoor tiling  

- Preparing scaffolding with vertical and horizontal supports while keeping within the marked lines  

- Get rid of rubble in order to leave the work site clear   

- Lay down paving stones and floor tiles   

3. Tutor’s final note 

5 (Very Good) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Good attitude, just some adaptation problem but we understand the language difficulties. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

Last month I saw how looks construction work in Spain. I learned to do finishing work in builder 

place. Last month I saw how looks construction work in Spain. I learned to do finishing work on 

construction site. 
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Anna Musiał 

Host Organization:  SAFA Nuestra Señora de los Reyes 

Tutor’s name: Jose Maria Vilariño Ceacero 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

SAFA Nuestra Señora de Los Reyes is a quite big school complex, located in the Old Town of Seville 

(Calle Fresa) with a staff that consists of 50 workers. The school provides all educational levels 

(excluding university studies), from primary school to vocational training. Besides regular 

educational programmes, the school also provides courses and training for unemployed people in 

the following fields: Industrial Design Auxiliary Engineer, Office Media Technician, Draftsman-

Technician etc. The school is involved in projects related to environmental awareness and green 

energy production, solar radiation, methods of pollution reduction and offers courses of dealing 

with renewable sources of energy and protection of the environment in the construction.  

The institution possesses wide 

experience in the following projects and 

actions: Multilateral Comenius Project: 

“Tourism and Environmental 

Protection”, The Comenius Programme: 

”Exchange of knowledge and experience 

in giving IT courses” and others.   

Moreover, since 2001, the school is in the 

possession of quality certification UNE-

EN-ISO 9001. 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks 

carried out during the work 

placement  

- Organizing and identifying tasks to be 

performed, preparing the workplace and 

selecting tools and resources according 

to procedures applied at work  

- Preparing manually gypsum, plaster 

and glues, respecting instructions and assuring its homogeneity  

- Keeping the facilities clean and following hygiene rules  

- Preparing the workplace for making floors, plasters and carpets  

- Preparation of materials to put under the floor and tiles  

- Performing the maintenance work of the building  
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- Repairing and painting walls  

- Laying tiles  

- Making minor wall modifications 

3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

She performed perfectly all the tasks she was assigned and additionally, on her own initiative, she 

developed a design project in the kindergarten. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

During the internship I learnt how to maintain horiziontal and vertical surfaces, Thanks to working 

in a team, I learnt to manage my responsabilities well. 
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Justyna Trela 

Host Organization:  SAFA Nuestra Señora de los Reyes 

Tutor’s name: Jose Maria Vilariño Ceacero 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

SAFA Nuestra Señora de Los Reyes is a quite big school complex, located in the Old Town of Seville 

(Calle Fresa) with a staff that consists of 50 workers. The school provides all educational levels 

(excluding university studies), from primary school to vocational training. Besides regular 

educational programmes, the school also provides courses and training for unemployed people in 

the following fields: Industrial Design Auxiliary Engineer, Office Media Technician, Draftsman-

Technician etc. The school is involved in projects related to environmental awareness and green 

energy production, solar radiation, methods of pollution reduction and offers courses of dealing 

with renewable sources of energy 

and protection of the environment in 

the construction.  

The institution possesses wide 

experience in the following projects 

and actions: Multilateral Comenius 

Project: “Tourism and 

Environmental Protection”, The 

Comenius Programme: ”Exchange of 

knowledge and experience in giving 

IT courses” and others.   

Moreover, since 2001, the school is 

in the possession of quality 

certification UNE-EN-ISO 9001. 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks 

carried out during the work 

placement  

- Organizing and identifying tasks to 

be performed, preparing the 

workplace and selecting tools and resources according to procedures applied at work  

- Preparing manually gypsum, plaster and glues, respecting instructions and assuring its 

homogeneity  

- Keeping the facilities clean and following hygiene rules  

- Preparing the workplace for making floors, plasters and carpets  
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- Preparation of materials to put under the floor and tiles  

- Performing the maintenance work of the building  

- Repairing and painting walls  

- Laying tiles  

- Making minor wall modifications 

3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

She performed perfectly all the tasks she was assigned and additionally, on her own initiative, she 

developed a design project in the kindergarten. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

During the internship I practiced the maintenance of horizontal and vertical surfaces and team 

work. Now I can make paitings on the walls. 
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Angelika Dudek 

Host Organization:  ToysRUs 

Tutor’s name: Maria Dolores Quintero Carrasco 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Toys “R” Us is a big chain of toy stores that was established in 1948 in Washington by Charles 

Lazarus. Nowadays, there are 59 shops and more than 1300 collaborators. The company is focused 

on the family and on all generations. Its great considerations are the quality and security of the use 

of the products. The Toys “R” Us stores have the largest supply of toys, with more than 16,000 

articles and have specialized departments such as: Babies RUs, Universe of Imagination, Bicycles 

and Open air, Audio and Video and Video Games. The store in the province of Seville is located in 

the Los Arcos shopping mall (Avenida 

de Andalucia). 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks 

carried out during the work 

placement  

- Moving pallets and boxes to the store 

with use of manual pallet truck  

- Opening cases of merchandise and 

sorting products   

- Placing all products in the warehouse 

(use staircase to access to shelves)  

- Removing and placing products in 

the shop  

- Handling carts, scanners, boxes and 

goods of large size  

- Organizing products in the store and 

in the warehouse areas  

- Marking and updating prices of 

products  

- Supporting the data collection system  

- Assistance in assembling the necessary delivery devices  

- Observing the condition of store equipment and successive replenishment of missing products 
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3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Great job, she helped us a lot. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

I am logistic technican and I work in Toys R Us. In job I am caring about goods in the store and 

warehouse. I am helping employees with marking boxes, arranging on the shelves, securing goods 

and others. 
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Magdalena Trzópek 

Host Organization:  Librería Papelería Falla S.C. 

Tutor’s name: Benito Rico Hidalgo 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Librería Papelería Falla, S.C. is a small family bookstore and stationery shop that is present on the 

market from more than 50 years. It is located in the Cerro neighborhood (Calle Maestro Falla).   

Its main activity is book sales. In the offer there are: a wide range of books (for children, teenagers 

as well as bestsellers, guidebooks, technical books, etc.) but also newspapers, office equipment, and 

all the necessary school accessories and  some products for kids, such as educational games, toys, 

puzzles, etc.   

The owners also run an online store where 

customers can find a wide selection of books 

and other articles. Moreover, they 

provide photocopying and printing 

services and the store is equipped with 

good quality printers and other 

devices needed for binding and 

making professional photocopies. The staff 

consists of two men: Pedro Rodriguez 

Jimenez and Benito Rizo Hidalgo who are 

able to maintain good relationships with 

clients. In addition they have a good 

command of SINLIB program, which is 

essential for a bookstore managing 

process.   

2. Main responsibilities & tasks 

carried out during the work 

placement  

- Carrying out inventories   - 

Processing orders   - 

Packaging assorted products  - 

Dispatching goods   - 

Managing the program which deals with shipping to various companies   

- Letters and shipping bills  

- Cooperating in the classification, encoding and signing of products that arrive to the warehouse 
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3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

She works very well, quickly and efficiently, keeps her workplace very tidy and always wants to 

learn. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

On my practices I introduced new goods and arranged them on shelfs, segregated invoices. 
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Angelika Łyszczarz 

Host Organization:  BonitaRides 

Tutor’s name: Mario Jimenez Gomez 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Bonita Rides, S.L. is a clothing brand in the retail industry which was established in 2014 in Pino 

Montano district odf Seville (Calle Hidrologia). Its key principles are modernity, quality and refined 

design of their products. Their products are produced in Spain and are mainly marketed on their 

online store but items are also available in some shops in Seville and Tarifa. To compete against 

major fashion brands, all their products are limited edition, original, of a high quality and at a 

reasonable price. They offer a variety of clothes including; trousers, tops, sweatshirts, hats, jackets, 

sandals and also accessories. The team at Bonita was established from a group of friends who had a 

shared passion for fashion and wanted to create a unique brand. 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks carried out during the work placement  

- Carrying out inventories   

- Processing 

orders   

- Dispatching 

goods  

- Organizing spare 

parts and 

restocking shelves  

- Keeping in 

contact with 

customers  

- Opening cases of 

merchandise and 

sorting products   

- Removing and 

placing products 

in the shop  

- Organizing products in the store and in the warehouse areas  

- Marking and updating the prices of products  

- Supporting the data collection system 
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3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

She is very dedicated and always willing to work. Very responsible and perfectionist. She is also 

very polite and intelligent. She fully meets the requirements requested by any company to work. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

I work in Bonita Rides. I am a warehouse worker. I pack and prepare goods for shipping. I prepare 

orders. 
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Rafał Sroka 

Host Organization:  BonitaRides 

Tutor’s name: Mario Jimenez Gomez 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Bonita Rides, S.L. is a clothing brand in the retail industry which was established in 2014 in Pino 

Montano district odf Seville (Calle Hidrologia). Its key principles are modernity, quality and refined 

design of their products. Their products are produced in Spain and are mainly marketed on their 

online store but items are also available in some shops in Seville and Tarifa. To compete against 

major fashion brands, all their products are limited edition, original, of a high quality and at a 

reasonable price. They offer a variety of clothes including; trousers, tops, sweatshirts, hats, jackets, 

sandals and also accessories. The team at Bonita was established from a group of friends who had a 

shared passion for fashion and wanted to create a unique brand. 

2. Main responsibilities & 

tasks carried out during the 

work placement  

- Carrying out inventories   

- Processing orders   

- Dispatching goods  

- Organizing spare parts and 

restocking shelves  

- Keeping in contact with 

customers  

- Opening cases of merchandise 

and sorting products   

- Removing and placing 

products in the shop  

- Organizing products in the 

store and in the warehouse 

areas  

- Marking and updating the 

prices of products  

- Supporting the data collection 

system 
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3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Motivated at work. He manages perfectly computers and systems. Very intelligent and disciplined. 

Meets all requirements as a perfect employee. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

As a result of the internship, I can work with other employees, I got acquainted with the duties of 

individual jobs, I am aware of the responsibility for my behavior and the tasks entrusted to me, I 

carried out these tasks conscientiously, I can act in accordance with accepted principles at the place 

of practice, I can communicate effectively with employees. 
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Kamil Matyszczak 

Host Organization:  Sevillana de Paqueteria - TIPSA 

Tutor’s name: Manuel Cuevas Muñoz 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Sevillana Paquetería was created by Eduardo Cuevas Muñoz in 2008. The activity the company is 

dedicated to is the transport of goods by road as well as courier and collection services. The office 

and the shop are located in the polygon Parsi, an industrial estate in the northeast of the Andalusian 

capital. The company works primarily as TIPSA franchise. Parcel Sevillana is one of the 270 

agencies that make up the network firm TIPSA. It specialises in the express delivery of  Light 

Parcels and Documentation in business in Spain, Portugal and Andorra with 100% Spanish capital 

company. TIPSA has positioned 

itself in a short period of time 

among the leading companies in 

the sector, in addition, it is one of 

the companies that the commercial 

parcel fastest growing sector has 

experienced in recent years.  

TIPSA has a full national coverage 

that connects daily with an efficient 

system of own double routes. 

TIPSA offers a fast and safe service, 

and to the needs of the customer. 

The quality of it is supported by a 

cutting-edge technology applied to 

classification systems, handling 

and shipment tracking. The 

commitment is to give customers 

the best express delivery services 

with optimum value. TIPSA is an agile, dynamic and evolving company. Caring for the quality of 

service results in more than 20,000 daily shipments to the company. 

 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks carried out during the work placement  

- Preparing services by obtaining and understanding of all necessary information and documents   

- Carrying out loading operations that effect the control and organization of the distribution of 
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goods to be transported  

- Performing the unloading operations in order to control and organize the distribution of goods in 

the warehouse  

- Performing administrative management in transport operations  

- Assisting to the realization of the packaging, labeling and storage of goods  

- Adding information about shipments and arrivals using a computer program  

- Handling carts, scanners, boxes and goods of various sizes  

 

3. Tutor’s final note 

5 (Very Good) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

He is a good worker, sometimes he lacks a bit of his own initiative but everything was good. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

I worked as logistic in TIPSA company. I learned here many things for example how to cooperate 

with another person to get job done as good and fast as it is possible, I learned how to use many 

different programs and I became more confident. I owe this internship many things and I am 

grateful for having chance to work here. Working at TIPSA will be one of my greatest memories. 
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Joanna Szubryt 

Host Organization:  Sevillana de Paqueteria - TIPSA 

Tutor’s name: Manuel Cuevas Muñoz 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Sevillana Paquetería was created by Eduardo Cuevas Muñoz in 2008. The activity the company is 

dedicated to is the transport of goods by road as well as courier and collection services. The office 

and the shop are located in the polygon Parsi, an industrial estate in the northeast of the Andalusian 

capital. The company works primarily as TIPSA franchise. Parcel Sevillana is one of the 270 

agencies that make up the network firm TIPSA. It specialises in the express delivery of  Light 

Parcels and Documentation in business in Spain, Portugal and Andorra with 100% Spanish capital 

company. TIPSA has positioned itself in a short period of time among the leading companies in the 

sector, in addition, it is one of the companies that the commercial parcel fastest growing sector has 

experienced in recent years.  

TIPSA has a full national coverage that 

connects daily with an efficient system of 

own double routes. TIPSA offers a fast 

and safe service, and to the needs of the 

customer. The quality of it is supported 

by a cutting-edge technology applied to 

classification systems, handling and 

shipment tracking. The commitment is to 

give customers the best express delivery 

services with optimum value. TIPSA is an 

agile, dynamic and evolving company. 

Caring for the quality of service results in 

more than 20,000 daily shipments to the 

company. 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks 

carried out during the work 

placement  

- Preparing services by obtaining and understanding of all necessary information and documents   

- Carrying out loading operations that effect the control and organization of the distribution of 

goods to be transported  

- Performing the unloading operations in order to control and organize the distribution of goods in 

the warehouse  
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- Performing administrative management in transport operations  

- Assisting to the realization of the packaging, labeling and storage of goods  

- Adding information about shipments and arrivals using a computer program  

- Handling carts, scanners, boxes and goods of various sizes  

 

3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Very applied, attentive to instructions, good work. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

I work at TIPSA as a logistics specialist. I learned here how to work in a group (cooperation), how to 

use helpful programs, and archive documents. I expanded my knowledge of logistics and learned 

specialized vocabulary. My experience thanks to internships at TIPSA Company will help me find a 

good job in the future. 
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Klaudia Sojka 

Host Organization:  ToysRUs 

Tutor’s name: Maria Dolores Quintero Carrasco 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Toys “R” Us is a big chain of toy stores that was established in 1948 in Washington by Charles 

Lazarus. Nowadays, there are 59 shops and more than 1300 collaborators. The company is focused 

on the family and on all generations. Its great considerations are the quality and security of the use 

of the products. The Toys “R” Us stores have the largest supply of toys, with more than 16,000 

articles and have specialized departments such as: Babies RUs, Universe of Imagination, Bicycles 

and Open air, Audio and Video and Video Games. The store in the province of Seville is located in 

the Los Arcos shopping mall (Avenida de Andalucia). 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks carried out during the work placement  

- Moving pallets and boxes to the 

store with use of manual pallet truck  

- Opening cases of merchandise and 

sorting products   

- Placing all products in the 

warehouse (use staircase to access to 

shelves)  

- Removing and placing products in 

the shop  

- Handling carts, scanners, boxes and 

goods of large size  

- Organizing products in the store and 

in the warehouse areas  

- Marking and updating prices of 

products  

- Supporting the data collection 

system  

- Assistance in assembling the 

necessary delivery devices  

- Observing the condition of store 

equipment and successive replenishment of missing products 
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3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Great job, she helped us a lot. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

My name is Klaudia Sojka. I work in ToysRus. I am a logistics. At work I divide goods into categories 

in the warehouse and help in packing orders. Also I secure goods and care about the good 

appearance of the goods on the shelves. 
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Tomasz Biernat 

Host Organization:  Worten España Distribucion S.L. 

Tutor’s name: Daniel Berguillos 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Worten (Worten España Distribución, S.L.) is a part of the Sonae Group and it belongs to the 

business area Sonae SR - Specialized Retail. This brand sales all types of household appliances and 

consumer electronics, including devices used for entertainment, communication and home-office 

activities. Moreover, it distributes home electronics which are used for housekeeping tasks and also 

equipment related to the sector of photography, video, sound and sports electronics, too. 

Furthermore, it offers a wide range of services for its clients like financing with Worten MasterCard, 

online financing with 3x4xmoney, repairing services inside and outside, the guarantee, ordering 

parts and accessories, repurchase, sale of gift card and data recovery. It also offers after-sales 

services such as online payment and 

pick-up at a Worten store, easy 

return, up to 30 days and Mobile 

Screen Change service. This company 

appeared in Spain in 2008 with the 

acquisition of 9 stores of the 

Boulanger chain. The store in Seville 

is situated in the East Seville 

neighborhood, precisely in the Aleste 

Plaza Shopping Centre (Calle 

Periodista José Antonio Garmendia). 

Francisco Javier Palomo Ceballos is 

in charge of this store where it works 

more than 30 people and it was 

opened in February 2011. 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks 

carried out during the work 

placement  

- Moving pallets and boxes to the 

store with use of manual pallet truck  

- Opening cases of merchandise and sorting products   

- Placing all products in the warehouse (use staircase to access to shelves)  

- Removing and placing products in the shop  
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- Handling carts, scanners, boxes and goods of large size  

- Organizing products in the store and in the warehouse areas  

- Marking and updating prices of products  

- Supporting the data collection system  

- Assistance in assembling the necessary delivery devices  

- Observing the condition of store equipment and successive replenishment of missing products 

3. Tutor’s final note 

5 (Very Good) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Ease of adaptation, good work. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

My name is Tomasz Biernat. I work in Worten. I am logistics spcialist. At work I receive deliverys, 

put the goods on the shelves and spread the goods in the warehouse. 
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Arkadiusz Marcisz 

Host Organization:  ToysRUs 

Tutor’s name: Maria Dolores Quintero Carrasco 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Toys “R” Us is a big chain of toy stores that was established in 1948 in Washington by Charles 

Lazarus. Nowadays, there are 59 shops and more than 1300 collaborators. The company is focused 

on the family and on all generations. Its great considerations are the quality and security of the use 

of the products. The Toys “R” Us stores have the largest supply of toys, with more than 16,000 

articles and have specialized departments such as: Babies RUs, Universe of Imagination, Bicycles 

and Open air, Audio and Video and Video Games. The store in the province of Seville is located in 

the Los Arcos shopping mall 

(Avenida de Andalucia). 

2. Main responsibilities & 

tasks carried out during 

the work placement  

- Moving pallets and boxes 

to the store with use of 

manual pallet truck  

- Opening cases of 

merchandise and sorting 

products   

- Placing all products in the 

warehouse (use staircase to 

access to shelves)  

- Removing and placing 

products in the shop  

- Handling carts, scanners, 

boxes and goods of large 

size  

- Organizing products in the 

store and in the warehouse 

areas  

- Marking and updating prices of products  

- Supporting the data collection system  
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- Assistance in assembling the necessary delivery devices  

- Observing the condition of store equipment and successive replenishment of missing products 

3. Tutor’s final note 

6 (Excellent) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Great job, he helped us a lot. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

I work in ToysRUs. Im a logistics specialist. In work I picked up deliveries , put goods in a 

warehouse and ordering goods in the store. I like my work. 
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Krystian Kołodziejczyk 

Host Organization:  Worten España Distribucion S.L. 

Tutor’s name: Daniel Berguillos 

 

1. Description of the host organization  

Worten (Worten España Distribución, S.L.) is a part of the Sonae Group and it belongs to the 

business area Sonae SR - Specialized Retail. This brand sales all types of household appliances and 

consumer electronics, including devices used for entertainment, communication and home-office 

activities. Moreover, it distributes home electronics which are used for housekeeping tasks and also 

equipment related to the sector of photography, video, sound and sports electronics, too. 

Furthermore, it offers a wide range of services for its clients like financing with Worten MasterCard, 

online financing with 3x4xmoney, 

repairing services inside and 

outside, the guarantee, ordering 

parts and accessories, repurchase, 

sale of gift card and data recovery. It 

also offers after-sales services such 

as online payment and pick-up at a 

Worten store, easy return, up to 30 

days and Mobile Screen Change 

service. This company appeared in 

Spain in 2008 with the acquisition of 

9 stores of the Boulanger chain. The 

store in Seville is situated in the East 

Seville neighborhood, precisely in 

the Aleste Plaza Shopping Centre 

(Calle Periodista José Antonio 

Garmendia). Francisco Javier 

Palomo Ceballos is in charge of this 

store where it works more than 30 

people and it was opened in 

February 2011. 

2. Main responsibilities & tasks carried out during the work placement  

- Moving pallets and boxes to the store with use of manual pallet truck  

- Opening cases of merchandise and sorting products   

- Placing all products in the warehouse (use staircase to access to shelves)  
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- Removing and placing products in the shop  

- Handling carts, scanners, boxes and goods of large size  

- Organizing products in the store and in the warehouse areas  

- Marking and updating prices of products  

- Supporting the data collection system  

- Assistance in assembling the necessary delivery devices  

- Observing the condition of store equipment and successive replenishment of missing products 

3. Tutor’s final note 

5 (Very Good) 

4. Tutor’s final evaluation 

Ease of adaptation, good work. 

5. Participant’s opinion about his/her personal & professional development 

I work in a worten, I put goods on shelves, labels goods and unloads deliveries, I learned to label 

and logistic distribution of goods in a warehouse 
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PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

1. Mobility Project Preparation & Induction  

Before the arrival of your trainees in Spain, euroMind provided them with the pre-arrival guide, 

including useful information, local transport & social life, emergency numbers.  

euroMind has also arranged Skype meeting with the participants in order to get to know them and 

to interview them. 

After the Skype interview, euroMind created a Facebook group to which all the selected 

participants were invited, together with their Teachers. This way euroMind Coordinator had 

constant contact with the target group already before their arrival in Spain. 

Once the Skype interviews were delivered, euroMind upon a thorough analysis of the participants’ 

studies and profile provided each one of them with an adequate work placement.  

euroMind took responsibility for preparing Learning Agreements individually for each participant 

and made sure that all the parties involved signed all the necessary documents.  

On the first day after the arrival, euroMind organized the welcome session during which the 

participants got to know the euroMind team, were reminded about the programme agenda, 

accommodation rules and dissemination strategy options.  

Later on, the participants were taken for a walk around the neighborhood to get to know the area 

and find out where banks, mail box, workplace, supermarkets, bus station are.  

 

2. Monitoring  

In order to make sure that the objectives of the Learning Agreement were going to be achieved and 

that the participants would be fully integrated in the companies’ work culture, the monitoring was 

delivered by all of the parties involved in the project.  

euroMind assigned a Mentor for the group of participant who was responsible for the introduction 

of the participants to the host organisation(s). During the work placement/training the Mentor 

delivered monitoring visits to the work placements in order to revise the tasks of the trainees, their 

progress as well learn from the first hand the level of satisfaction of both the participants and the 

host companies/ training centre tutor.  
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The mentor in cooperation with companies Tutors carried out the evaluations of the trainees in the 

middle and at the end of the trainings.  

After obtaining the results of the half-way through evaluation, the Mentor met the participants to 

give them the results of this evaluation. The least favourable results were discussed with the 

participants in private so that both the Mentor and the trainees had the comfort of sharing the 

information and exchanging the opinions and finding solutions to some problematic issues.  

Host organisations assigned a member of its staff as a tutor. The tutors from the host companies 

were responsible for helping, informing and guiding and supervising the work done by the 

participants. The tutors had regular meetings with the participants in order to assess their 

presence in the company as well as to discuss the tasks and responsibilities according to the needs 

of the company and the participants.  

euroMind at the end 

of the programme 

during the goodbye 

session handed out 

evaluation sheets to 

the participants so 

that they could 

assess their stay in 

Spain, work 

placements, as well 

as the work of the 

euroMind.  

euroMind was also 

available to the 

participants 24/7 in 

case of emergency.  

 

3.  Communication 

EuroMind takes good care of successful communication between companies and trainees. Each 

evaluation of work is aimed at improving the quality of cooperation. Each party is thoroughly 

checked and assessed and the necessary improvements are introduced. Moreover, euroMind 

mediates in this supervisor-trainee collaboration by translating and solving language-connected 

complicated matters.  
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4. Dissemination strategy  

euroMind took active part in the process of preparing and dissemination results of the project 

together with the sending organisation and participants.  

While the trainees were in Spain, euroMind involved them in a number of activities the aim of 

which was to make students monitor and collect all the information related to the progress of their 

work placements and stay in Spain. The materials produced by the participant would be then used 

as tools for disseminating results by the school in their country and by the partner in Spain.  

The participants could work in groups or individually. On the first day they needed to decide on the 

form or forms of recording their professional experiences.   

As a rule the whole group needed to create a Facebook fun page as it is an effective and quick 

means of accessing large numbers of people. What is more, it is a form that appeals to young people 

as they can share their experiences instantly and receive instant feedback, too.  The fan page is 

always linked to the euroMind’s Facebook fan page. The sending organisation was also asked to do 

the same thing.  

This way the material produced by the trainees reached bigger audiences and was more effectively 

disseminated.  

euroMind also disseminates the project at a local level. It organises language and cultural exchanges 

between the international trainees and students from local vocational colleges. During those 

meetings both Spanish and International students are involved in a number of activities the aim of 

which is to get to know each other, share experiences related to work experiences and in general 

their stay in Spain. The students also exchange information about their countries and cultures.  

5. Certification  

To validate the acquired skills, the trainees, at the end of their stay, received complete proof of their 

participation in the project by means of several methods of recognition:  

 Training Certificate 

 Europass Mobility Certificate  

 ECVET  

 Spanish Course Certificate  
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CULTURAL & LINGUISTIC PREPARATION 

1. Spanish course: teaching method & participants´ outcomes  

The group was given very intensive Spanish lessons with our Spanish Teacher. euroMind’s teaching 

methods were very effective as they made learning fun through playing games and creating an 

enjoyable atmosphere in the class. The Spanish classes can be described by 2 words: dynamic and 

practical! We used an interactive method of teaching based on learning by practicing. This means 

that grammar was covered as much as possible by using practical situations. Therefore, speaking 

and actively using the language is crucial and central in all our activities delivered. After intensive 

and hard learning the students had a written an exam. All of the participants passed with very good 

results! 

 

2. Cultural activities, Andalusian cities & places visited during the programme   

Seville Tour  : Seville is the artistic, cultural, and financial capital of Andalusia in the southern 

region of Spain. The city is a historical masterpiece full of monuments, gardens and flamenco 

festivals. The city reflects the harmony between different Christian, Jewish and Muslim cultures and 

religions.    

As Seville is the capital and the largest city of the autonomous community of Andalusia, it is easy to 

get lost here, however thanks to the tour organised by euroMind´s team, the trainees were able to 

admire the city safely and in a pleasant atmosphere. The euroMind coordinator helped the trainees 

understand the city from a historical and artistic point of view, but also gave them some shopping 
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and eating tips. The group were shown the best places where they could go and grab something to 

eat, drink and have fun or just relax and hang out.  

 

 

Gibraltar : Gibraltar is full of surprises: from the lively population of the Barbary macaques 

(monkeys) to its sub-tropical climate, this little British enclave on the Mediterranean is awash with 

wonders.  The Rock, as Gibraltar is known, is a monolithic peninsula riddled with curious caves and 

tunnels. Our trainees had this unique opportunity to explore it during the one-day trip. It was an 

amazing experience for them to enjoy a little bit of Britain in the very south of Europe and 

obviously, climb up to the top of the Rock to admire the spectacular views stretching out to 

Morocco and play with the famous macaques.  
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SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT 

euroMind team did their best in order to deliver the best professional and cultural experience to 

the trainees of the project being always ready to help, give advice and solve any problems or 

doubts.  

The trainees were fully satisfied with their work placements. They gained much needed 

professional experience abroad which is highly appreciated and sometimes even specifically asked 

by today’s employers.  

We have no doubt that our trainees will use their new knowledge and experience at their current 

work in their home country or increase their chances at the labour market and dazzle their future 

potential employers.  

Moreover, the trainees learnt the basics of the Spanish language were able to work in a multi-

cultural environment and proved themselves with the ability to work individually as well as in a 

team.  

euroMind team was extremely satisfied with the trainees’ involvement in the project and personal 

interest in whatever they participated in.  

This project was very successful and we hope to realize other successful projects with Zespół Szkół 

Ogólnokształcących i Zawodowych im. ks.prof. Józefa Tischnera w Limanowej sp. z o.o. in the 

future.  

 

SEVILLA, 22-11-2019  

 

 

 

 

Carlos Hoyo de la Torre 

Director 

 

 


